Asymmetric Electrokinetic Proton Transport through 2D Nanofluidic Heterojunctions.
Nanofluidic ion transport in nacre-like 2D layered materials attracts broad research interest due to subnanometer confined space and versatile surface chemistry for precisely ionic sieving and ultrafast water permeation. Currently, most of the 2D-material-based nanofluidic systems are homogeneous, and the investigations of proton conduction therein are restricted to symmetric transport behaviors. It remains a great challenge to endow the 2D nanofluidic systems with asymmetric proton transport characteristics and adaptive responsibilities. Herein, we report the asymmetric proton transport phenomena through a 2D nanofluidic heterojunction membrane under three different types of electrokinetic driving force, that is, the external electric field, the transmembrane concentration gradient, and the hydraulic pressure difference. The heterogeneous 2D nanofluidic membrane comprises of sequentially stacked negatively and positively charged graphene oxide (n-GO and p-GO) multilayers. We find that the preferential direction for proton transport is opposite under the three types of electrokinetic driving force. The preferential direction for electric-field-driven proton transport is from the n-GO multilayers to the p-GO multilayers, showing rectified behaviors. Intriguingly, when the transmembrane concentration difference and the hydraulic flow are used as the driving force, a preferred diffusive and streaming proton current is found in the reverse direction, from the p-GO to the n-GO multilayers. The asymmetric proton transport phenomena are explained in terms of asymmetric proton concentration polarization and difference in proton selectivity. The membrane-scale heterogeneous 2D nanofluidic devices with electrokinetically controlled asymmetric proton flow provide a facile and general strategy for potential applications in biomimetic energy conversion and chemical sensing.